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ABSTRACT 
Purpose 
This paper explores the challenges inherent in the development of a common, inter-agency, 
humanitarian logistic picture (CHLP) that would, ultimately, provide the mechanism in 
which the real-time disposition and status of assets, material in transit and forecast 
demands and re-supply are captured, analysed and presented as the basis for improved 
coordination and subsequent decision making. 
Design/methodology/approach 
This conceptual paper integrates knowledge management and humanitarian/military 
logistics literature to offer a research agenda that would help deliver a CHLP.  
Findings 
The paper identifies a series of the key challenges that will need to be overcome as part of 
the development of the concept of CHLP, and it offers some preliminary suggestions for 
the approaches that might be adopted in order to overcome these.   
Research limitations/implications (if applicable) 
Given that the paper has been developed from a theoretical standpoint, the key element of 
the next stage of the research process is that of corroborating these initial findings with key 
informants from practitioner organisations drawn from countries across the globe.   
Practical implications (if applicable) 
Whilst significant progress has been made in developing the practice of humanitarian 
logistics, further improvements in both the efficiency and effectiveness have the potential 
to save lives and reduce suffering.  This paper offers a practical way of tackling the key 
challenge of inter-agency coordination and decision making. 
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Societal implications (if applicable) 
 
Original/value 
This paper develops existing practice and proposes a research agenda for overcoming one 
of the key challenges in the humanitarian logistic space. 
 
Key Words 
Humanitarian logistics; common humanitarian logistic picture; inter agency coordination. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the traumatic aftermath of the 2004 SE Asian tsunami, there has been a growing 
academic interest in researching the logistic aspects of the preparation and response to 
disasters and complex emergencies (Kovács and Spens, 2011).  This has led to a significant 
growth in the academic literature to complement that previously developed by practitioners – 
for example, a recent review by Kunz and Reiner (2012) identified 174 journal articles 
published in the period 1993-2011 (of which some 70% were in the three years 2009-2011), 
whilst an informal bibliography posted on the website of the HUMLOG Institute at Hanken 
School of Economics now runs to 35 pages.  Indeed, the importance of the field has been 
underlined by the launch in 2011 of the Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management. 

But, in common with many new fields of study there are basic definitional problems.  Thus, in 
a commercial context there remains a spirited debate over the meaning of ‘supply network (or 
chain) management’ (SNM) and its relationship with ‘logistics’ (see, for example, Larson and 
Halldórsson, 2004; Larson et al, 2007).  In a similar way there are multiple definitions of 
humanitarian logistics (HL) to be found in the literature.  However, the one most frequently 
used is that offered by Thomas and Mizushima (2005, p. 60):  “The process of planning, 
implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow and storage of goods and 
materials as well as related information, from the point of origin to the point of consumption 
for the purpose of meeting the end beneficiary’s requirements.”  Whilst some might argue that 
the breadth of such a remit that includes procurement, transport into and within the disaster 
area, warehousing and last mile delivery functions is more akin to the concept of SNM, the 
HL label has stuck within the practitioner community and will, therefore, be used within this 
paper to encompass these management challenges.  This approach is also designed to reflect 
the reality that the humanitarian logistician is frequently called upon to undertake a myriad of 
other duties including premises management, communications management, donor liaison, 
security (Kovács et al., 2012). 

Given both the width of the humanitarian logistics remit implied by the Thomas and 
Mizushima definition as well as the reality of an operational role that is broader still, 
achieving an effective and efficient response to a disaster is, clearly, a major challenge.  
Importantly however, achievement of successful logistic outcomes is further challenged by 
the reality that preparation and response activities disaster typically involves multiple national 
and international players, each of which potentially utilises a unique supply network.  Thus, 
for example, the web site of the UN Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
records over 900 official HAs currently operating in Haiti, whilst Völz (2005) reported that 
there were over 70 coordination meetings/week in Banda Aceh (Indonesia) in the aftermath of 
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the 2004 SE Asia tsunami.  Whilst it is accepted that both of these disasters were unusually 
complex because of their sheer scale, at the same time they underline the fact that the 
coordination challenge becomes disproportionately larger when the responders are dealing 
with such catastrophic events.    
Given this plethora of organisations, to which one might add military forces, search and 
rescue (SAR), medical and emergency management agencies from both the affected country 
and those invited into assist, together with government officials and those from global 
organisations such as the World Bank, it is unsurprising that coordination of the 
disaster/emergency response is seen as one of the most significant challenges facing, in 
particular, the logistic community (Tatham and Pettit, 2010; Kovács and Spens, 2011).  
Recognising that the role of a particular humanitarian agency (HA) is driven by its mandate 
(children, medical, elderly people, etc), it is highly unlikely that there will, at least in the short 
term, be a significant reduction in the number of such organisations responding to a disaster.  
Hence the challenge remains that of improving the inter-agency cooperation and coordination 
so that ‘the end beneficiary’s requirements’ are met more efficiently and effectively.  
Furthermore, in light of the frequency quoted estimate that some 60-80% of the income of an 
HA is spent on logistics (as defined above) (Tatham and Pettit, 2010), it follows that 
achieving improvements in the coordination of the HA supply networks is a clear target area 
for academic and practitioner research. 

An important aspect of such an improvement agenda is that of the management of the flow of 
information which is at the core of timely and effective logistic decision making (Harrison 
and van Hoek, 2005; Christopher, 2011).  Indeed, nearly twenty years ago, in one of the first 
academic papers on the subject of HL, Long and Wood (1995) suggested that the 
effectiveness of the information system is a key determinant of success of a humanitarian 
logistic supply chain, and this view has since been echoed by many other researchers 
including Zhang et al (2002), Maxwell and Watkins (2003), and Maiers et al (2005).  But, the 
key question that has yet to be satisfactorily answered is how can this be achieved in a fast-
evolving environment that is populated by multiple players - and, hence, multiple supply 
networks?   

1.1 The Aim of the Paper 
Whilst some early attempts at resolving the inter-agency coordination challenge have been 
attempted (as will be discussed in more detail below), the aim of this paper is to adapt the 
military concept of a common logistics picture to the humanitarian environment and to 
explore, from a conceptual standpoint, the issues and challenges inherent in its development.  
Successful achievement of this will be a cornerstone in the creation of a mechanism in which 
captures, analyses and presents the real-time disposition and status of assets, material in 
transit and forecast demands and re-supply as the basis for coordinated decision making. 
In doing so, we are adopting Stock’s (1997) recommendation that logistics ‘borrows’ theories 
from other disciplines as a means of advancing knowledge and understanding.  In this respect, 
and as argued by Kovács and Tatham (2009), there are considerable similarities in the 
circumstances in which the military and humanitarian logistician operate and, hence, there is 
clear potential for cross-organisational learning. 

Thus, we have reflected on the ways in which military forces attempt to overcome a similar 
coordination challenge – for example in the case of achieving joint operations that involve the 
army, navy and air forces of multiple countries within a coalition.  In many cases, the 
approach to this problem that is typically adopted is the development of the so-called 
Common Operations Picture that is supported by other Common Pictures (Intelligence, 
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Infrastructure, Logistics, etc).  The aim is to develop an overarching information system that 
aggregates data from multiple sources and presents this to the decision-makers.  Thus, taking 
the UK armed forces as an example, the “Common Logistic Picture” is designed to deliver to 
the command ‘asset visibility’ which is defined as “the real time and status of assets, materiel 
in transit and re-supply” (JWP 4-00, 2003, p. 3-7).  It is suggested, therefore, that such an 
approach may well prove a potential template on which the proposed CHLP might be built 
and, as will be discussed below, is broadly similar to the mechanism adopted by the 
international search and rescue organisations. 
To achieve the above aim, we undertook a comprehensive literature review covering not only 
the humanitarian and military logistic fields, but also that of the international search and 
rescue groups and the developing literature that is related to the operations of international 
medical teams – all of which have the same basic requirement to achieve inter-agency 
coordination.  Drafts of the paper were subsequently shared with both academics and 
practitioners in the HL field, and their informal comments were included as appropriate. 
In the resulting paper, the next section will outline the key reasons inter-agency coordination 
is so challenging in the humanitarian environment.  Section 2 will then outline the data 
requirements that would be needed to achieve CHLP.  Section 3 will then discuss the status of 
current CHLP initiatives before Section 4 discusses the challenges to its operationalisation.  
The final section summarises the paper and indicates the areas of further research. 

1.2 Current Approaches to the Achievement of Inter-Agency 
Coordination 
Given the underpinning desire of all those responding to a disaster to support those affected, 
one might envisage that there would be a high level of inter-agency coordination.  Sadly, 
however, this is generally not the case – not least because of the specific mandates that guide 
the actions of a particular agency – but also because, in reality, there is a significant level of 
competition for donor and public funding.  As noted by the prestigious UK medical journal 
‘The Lancet’:  “Large aid agencies and humanitarian organisations are often highly 
competitive with each other. Polluted by the internal power politics and the unsavoury 
characteristics seen in many big corporations, large aid agencies can be obsessed with raising 
money through their own appeal efforts. Media coverage as an end in itself is too often an aim 
of their activities. Marketing and branding have too high a profile. Perhaps worst of all, relief 
efforts in the field are sometimes competitive with little collaboration between agencies, 
including smaller, grass-roots charities that may have better networks in affected counties and 
so are well placed to immediately implement emergency relief.” (The Lancet, 2010, p. 253).   
Nevertheless, the most prominent coordination mechanism that does exist is that developed 
across the United Nations family of agencies under the ‘Cluster’ concept.  Using this 
approach, a broad range of preparation and response activities are grouped together into 
clusters (e.g. water and sanitation; camp management; emergency telecommunications) with 
the logistics cluster being led by the World Food Programme (WFP) (UNOCHA, 2012).  
Importantly, “…no formal membership definition exists as the cluster has sought to remain 
open and not exclusive.  Rather, Logistics Cluster participants are defined as organizations 
“engaging at any point at global and/or country level in activities related to the Logistics 
Cluster”.” (Majewski et al, 2012, p. 6).  Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the UN ‘s 
aspiration that the cluster system becomes the basis for coordination across the sector as a 
whole, the reality is that most HAs maintain a considerable degree of independence and only 
interface with the UN Logistic Cluster when the particular circumstances of the disaster 
response make this, in their eyes, the optimal course of action. 
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2. THE CORE COMPONENTS OF THE PROPOSED CHLP 

 At a most basic level, the management of a HL supply network is no different from that in a 
commercial context – namely that of balancing the demand with supply in an efficient and 
effective way.  However, in the humanitarian context there are significant additional 
complexities that reflect both the uncertainties surrounding the particular context (how many 
people affected, where they are located, and what are their consequential needs), and the 
multiple responding agencies (as discussed above).  Thus the ultimate goal of a fully 
operational CHLP is that of providing an overarching and, ideally, real time or near real time 
overview of the demand and supply situation as seen both through the eyes of the individual 
HAs as well as at a cumulative level.  As shown below, achievement of this can be seen as 
consisting of four broad areas of challenge. 

2.1 Needs Assessment 
There is a fundamental difference between ‘for profit’ supply networks in which individual 
customers generate demands (which, in turn, drive the supply network response) by the 
selective purchase of goods via the end retailer.  By contrast, in the HL case those affected by 
a disaster may not be in a position to articulate their requirements.  Thus the humanitarian 
logistician is often required to act as a proxy for the end beneficiary and estimate the quantity 
and type of goods (and services) needed in a particular geographic area at a particular time on 
the response cycle (Kovács and Spens, 2011).  As a result, it is clear that the process of 
demand capture – or as it is referred to within the HL community: ‘needs assessment’ – is 
considerably more challenging that in the ‘for profit’ environment.  This reflects not just the 
physical challenges inherent in understanding the needs of the affected community, but also 
overcoming language and cultural barriers such as those in which it is inappropriate for a male 
to converse with a female outside a family context (Tatham and Kovács, 2010). 

2.2   Procurement of Relief Items 
Whilst some relief goods may have been pre-positioned in, for example, the UN’s global 
system of warehouses, funding or other constraints may preclude procurement action until 
after the disaster event has crystallised.  The actual procurement source may be via a pre-
negotiated standing arrangement or, where possible, from a local or regional source that will, 
to some small, degree assist in rebuilding the local economy.  In some locations, the items 
required are available locally in significant quantities but the dislocation of communications 
and physical infrastructures means that this information is not readily accessed by those 
responding.  As a result, there is typically a bias towards the use of external sources (where 
the location and availability of the commodities is known) but such an approach clearly has a 
negative impact on sustainability, post-disaster recovery and, potentially, the cost of the 
response.  In practice and as part of their preparation for potential disasters, many agencies 
conduct a logistics capacity assessment within a country or region and this will help to 
determine their high level plan in response to a particular disaster that has been predicted.  
However, as is the case with other examples of cross-agency cooperation, such assessments 
are frequently prepared independently and the results may not subsequently be shared.  
Clearly this is an inefficient process and any system that delivers CHLP needs to take into 
account the outcomes of such preparatory work – for example understanding the extent to 
which local resources can, indeed, respond to a disaster without leading to a major, demand-
driven, hike in commodity prices (eg food, fuel, etc). 
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2.3 Transport and Warehousing Into and Within the Affected Area 
The transport requirement will depend on the procurement source and may/may not require 
warehousing are various intermediate locations.  This element of the overall process will also 
require the timely clearance of any customs hurdles that can become a bottleneck.  Once 
again, the logistics capacity assessment process has the potential to provide the basic planning 
information (such as the intended role of the national and/or local government in the provision 
of transport assets) – but, again, this should be incorporated on the basis of a shared 
understanding of such plans.        

2.4 ‘Last Mile’ Distribution   
Potentially the most challenging of the supply network elements, the final distribution leg 
typically requires the logistician to overcome the impact of a degraded physical and 
communications infrastructure.  It may also require a different outcome from that forecast 
when the original needs assessment exercise took place.  In other words, during the 
intervening period, the demand and supply may have become unbalanced – be this in terms of 
quantity, specific commodities and/or locations.  In short, and drawing on the preparatory 
work of the pan-agency logistics capacity assessments and, in consultation with local 
governmental and community stakeholders, the aim here is to provide decision makers with a 
comprehensive understanding of the physical infrastructure (roads, bridges, etc) and their 
availability for use as a transport medium. 

2.5   A Summary of the Data Requirements for the Proposed CHLP 
Aggregating the requirements that are needed to deliver a comprehensive CHLP it will be 
seen that, in an ideal world, it would need to capture data that covers: 
 
• The types, volumes and locations of relief goods needed, and the locations into which they 

need to be distributed and the associated timeframes – ie the demand side of the equation. 
 
• The types, volumes and locations of relief goods available both from outside the affected 

area and also from local/regional sources, including the usability of the transport 
infrastructure (roads, rail, ports, bridges, etc). 

 
• The availability (and mode) of transport into the affected area, and the associated 

planned/scheduled arrivals of relief goods. 

 
• Warehouse availability and usage (including that from governmental, relief agency and 

private sector sources) both on route to, and within the affected country. 

 
• Transport availability (and mode) to cover the ‘last mile’ to the recipients.  This would 

include, where possible, assets available from the affected communities noting that if 
payment is required this could be ‘in kind’. 

 
• Any special handling requirements such as the need for ‘cold chains’ to support the 

movement of certain medicines. 
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3. THE CURRENT STATUS OF CHLP  
It is recognised that both capturing and disseminating the breadth and depth of data outlined 
above will be an extremely significant challenge, but the ultimate goal is that of a visual 
display of the affected area with a clear indication of the historic, current and planned 
movement of relief goods and the responsible agencies.  It is argued that, in this way, the 
potential for inter-agency gaps and overlaps will be reduced and the consequential efficiency 
and effectiveness of the logistic decision making process will be greatly improved.  A further 
benefit is that the associated data should be available to support the appropriate local 
authorities in taking full ownership of the recovery process. 
Unsurprisingly, given the complexity of the challenge implicit in the above discussion, there 
has been limited progress to date.  For example, Bennett et al. (2006, p. 16) observed in the 
aftermath of the 2004 Asian tsunami that: “The issue of data analysis has confounded HIC 
[UN Humanitarian Information Centre] from the outset – how to add value to an abundance of 
often contradictory data, and how to exclude sub-standard data.  Lack of resources and 
priority prevented the HIC from screening documents – to analyze, synthesize and compile 
the results rapidly in a format practical enough to highlight gaps.  A transition from 
information management to knowledge management would, however, require more funding, 
staffing and skill sets than are currently available.”   Similarly, in a commentary on the 2008 
Cyclone Nargis disaster in Burma, Ramalingam and Pavanello (2008, p.7) observed that 
“Given current knowledge gaps faced by operational agencies, collecting and synthesizing the 
different types of available information has the potential to make a crucial difference in the 
humanitarian performance.”   

It is important to note, however, that the CHLP concept is not a new one.  For example, as 
discussed above, it reflects an approach that has been tried and tested within the armed forces 
of many nations and within coalitions of nations which need to coordinate their activities to 
ensure seamless military operations.  Whilst at first sight it may appear surprising to draw on 
a military model for use in a humanitarian context, it has been suggested by Kovács and 
Tatham (2009) that the basic operating environment in the aftermath of a natural disaster and 
a complex emergency is broadly similar.  Thus, both reflect uncertain future events which 
entail the loss of physical and communications infrastructure, a potential breakdown in the 
rule of law, and multiple dead and/or injured and/or traumatised people.  It is argued, 
therefore, that the cross-testing of models that have been shown to be effective in one 
environment is considered to be a sound approach – albeit it is acknowledged that the military 
command and control hierarchy does not reflect that found in a typical HA and this important 
distinction may, therefore, impact on the efficacy of the use of common ‘pictures’ in disaster 
relief. 

With this underpinning commonality in mind, it is unsurprising that a recent report by Vohr 
(2011) clearly demonstrates that an attempt to develop CHLP was undertaken by the United 
States marines who were responding to the 2010 Haiti earthquake.  However, Vohr makes in 
clear in a private communication with the authors of this paper that the results were “cobbled 
together from information gleaned from any sources available.  They [the users] simply built 
it from collating information. There was no methodical data pull supporting its creation”.  
Nevertheless, in reflecting after the event on the potential role of such an approach,  Vohr 
(2011, p. 80) concludes that future operations would require a common understanding that “... 
should at minimum capture and display requirements, daily logistics activities, logistics 
centers, supply routes, medical centers, and engineering projects.  It should be unclassified in 
a humanitarian assistance environment, allowing anyone to access the information with a few 
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mouse clicks or key strokes.”  In essence, therefore, Vohr considers that delivering the 
concept of CHLP is key to improving the HL response. 
In parallel, several attempts have been made to develop a common logistic IT system that can 
be used by multiple Has, with the most recent being the HELIOS system that has been 
developed by the members of the Consortium of British Humanitarian Agencies.  It is clear 
from the work Blansjaar and van der Merwe (2011) that the core underpinning rationale for 
HELIOS was to drive commonality of processes across agencies and, thereby, to achieve a far 
greater measure of integration in the HL community’s preparation for, and response to, a 
disaster or complex emergency.  It is important to note in this context that research by 
Scholten et al. (2010) would indicate that the lack of integrated and IT systems is not the 
result of a lack of willingness or interest on the part of humanitarian logisticians.  Rather the 
overall reductions in available funding in the wake of the global financial crisis together with 
the pressure from donors that funding be used for ‘direct aid’ rather than support functions 
conspires to constrain the ability of HAs to proceed down this route, notwithstanding the clear 
evidence from parallel commercial examples that underline the benefits of such investments.  
Nevertheless, it is important to note that elements of both the HA and military communities 
see clear benefit in the achievement of CHLP. 

In a similar way, and reflecting its importance as a core component of the proposed CHLP, 
other attempts have been (and are being) made to achieve a greater measure of standardisation 
across the HAs.  For example, an evaluation of the needs assessment process in the aftermath 
of the 2004 SE Asian tsunami noted that many of the shortcomings had been identified 
previously.  These included the slowness in their compilation (leading to their obsolescence as 
a decision making tool), and their inability to provide a comprehensive coverage (de Ville de 
Goyet and Morinière, 2006).  In this regard and as clearly exposed by Grant (2007), those 
conducting needs assessment activities use a plethora of agency specific forms to capture the 
data.  Furthermore, Grant found precious little agreement over the data to be captured or even 
the metrics to be used.  This situation was similar to that identified by Telford and Cosgrove 
(2007) who suggest that, in the 2004 Asian tsunami, multiple HAs conducted assessments but 
these were rarely shared.  However, recognising that the current system is sub-optimal, the 
OCHA has recently developed Operational Guidance notes, a Rapid Assessment manual, and 
a Humanitarian Dashboard which are designed to facilitate the consolidation of needs 
assessment and response information, provide a structured format for the collection of data, 
and present a shared analysis of a humanitarian situation (OCHA, 2012).  The key issue 
remains, however, that of obtaining broad agreement and acceptance of this approach across 
all responding agencies and organisations.   

A final observation in respect of this summary of the current situation is to note that, in part, 
the challenge of developing CHLP is a reflection of the broader situation (outlined above) in 
which individual HAs are frequently in competition for scarce resources, funding, etc (Kovács 
and Spens, 2011).  Furthermore, it is clear that the absence of inter-organisational 
coordination mechanisms results in a situation that is vastly different from that found in a ‘for 
profit’ environment.  Here this is often a ‘channel captain’ (such as the end retailer) who is 
able to enforce standards and behaviours across the network as a whole.  Thus a major retailer 
such as WalMart in the USA or Marks and Spencer in UK will dictate the IT standards and 
associated processes to which suppliers must comply as a cost of doing business with the 
retailer.   
In this context, it is instructive to compare the disparate HL community with that of the search 
and rescue organisations which are frequently to be found responding to the same disaster.  
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Under the auspices of the UN, the International Search and Rescue Advisory Group 
(INSARAG) has, notwithstanding its advisory status, developed common processes 
(including forms, the method of marking buildings, the command and control structures, etc) 
that have been adopted world-wide (INSARAG, 2012).  In addition, INSARAG has 
developed a process of External Classification that helps to ensure the quality and standards 
of responding teams.  Arguably, this approach has the potential to provide a template for a 
similar model that would apply to the international logistic preparation and response. 

4. CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHLP CONCEPT 

As discussed earlier, the basic requirements that underpin the development of the CHLP 
concept are no different from a similar endeavour in a ‘for profit’ supply network in which an 
overarching system provides end-to-end visibility of demand and supply data.  However, as 
outlined above and as will be discussed in greater detail below, there are a number of 
challenging features including the sheer number of individual entities operating within the 
network, the lack of standardisation, and the requirement for the network be able to be 
assembled at extremely short notice in an international and cross-cultural environment.  
Recognising, therefore, that implementing the CHLP is, at its most basic, an information 
management challenge, this section of the paper will outline the key issues from this 
perspective. 

It is important, therefore, to begin by recognising that there is a hierarchy of increasing 
complexity that runs from Data through to Knowledge and, ultimately, Wisdom (see, for 
example, Tobin (1996) and Gamble and Blackwell (2001)).  Within this hierarchy, this paper 
is focused on the challenges to the development of CHLP as a pre-cursor to the management 
of Knowledge and, in particular, Explicit Knowledge, as a basis for improved decision 
making.  By the same token, the associated management function, whilst variously defined, is 
generally seen as a strategy to collect, store and retrieve knowledge in a systematic way, and 
then distribute the results to those who need it in a timely manner.  As such, a knowledge 
management system must provide a mechanism that will capture, analyse and filter, judge, 
index, organise, make available and remove redundancies in relation to the information and its 
underpinning data (Gamble and Blackwell (2001), King (2005), de Vasconcelos et al (2005)).  
These activities will now be considered in the context of the development of CHLP for use in 
natural disasters and complex emergencies.   

4.1 General Challenges  
However, before doing so, a number of over-arching points should be noted.  The first is that 
a key thread running through many, if not all, of the knowledge management activities is that 
of developing and establishing commonality of processes and procedures across multiple 
agencies.  This does not necessarily mean replication of, say, IT systems – although this 
would unquestionably ease the data exchange problem significantly – but it does require 
seamless inter-system exchange of data.  Whilst at first sight this may appear this may appear 
a major challenge, the reality is that the number of data items is relatively small.  For 
example, an initial review of HA equipment catalogues indicates that most commodities are 
described by a data set of some 12 fields.  Furthermore, the actual range of commodities 
(particularly in the non-food items (NFI) range) used in a disaster response is not large 
(Everywhere et al., 2011), and so the breadth of the data exchange problem, whilst not trivial, 
is arguably achievable were agencies prepared to grasp this nettle.  Indeed, this need for a 
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standardised structure of humanitarian coordination and information sharing to meet the 
agencies’ respective and common requirements has been recognised for at least a decade (US 
IoP, 2000), but the key issue of persuading multiple independent agencies that such 
cooperation is necessary and appropriate, remains a major stumbling block. 
Secondly, the transient nature of the logistic community militates against organisational 
learning.  This has been demonstrated in many of the recent major disasters and, for example, 
Telford and Cosgrove (2007) underline the limited surge capacity of many HAs, and the 
overall shortage of appropriately experienced personnel who can operate in an emergency at 
an international level.  Furthermore, as discussed above, it has been estimated by Thomas and 
Mizushima (2005) that many individuals working in HAs remain in their jobs for less than 
two years.  As an example of the consequences of this, the UN Joint Logistics Centre 
deployed to support the response to Hurricane Nargis in Burma in 2008, included secondees 
from 9 different organizations (UNJLC, 2008).  Thus, in addition to the technological and 
process challenges implicit in the development of CHLP, there is also a clear requirement for 
an ongoing programme of training at both an international and national level.  Without this 
investment in the people dimension, it is suggested that the whole project has the potential to 
become an expensive ‘white elephant’.  

Thirdly, the system needs to be both flexible and scalable.  Thus, for example, the data needed 
to support the logistics response in a small Pacific island nation will be different from that in a 
large developed/industrialised country.  There is a clearly a subtle and important balance to be 
achieved here between ensuring conformity with common processes (not least as a means of 
reducing the training burden) and providing sufficient flexibility to ensure fitness-for-purpose 
in the specific operational context.  Clearly, an appropriately sized training programme will be 
an essential component of the proposed system. 

4.2 Capture 
Turning to the key components of any information management system (listed above), in 
respect of the demand side of the challenge (ie the needs assessment process), the key issue 
here is the physical capture of data.  This will typically require input from regions in which 
the communications links, to the extent that they existed prior to the disaster, are likely to be 
severely degraded/destroyed.  However, advances in technology such as data transmission via 
satellite phones using pre-designed forms have the potential to speed up this process. 
Importantly, however, the data capture should be based on a common format rather than, as is 
currently the case, each agency using a different form to capture what is essentially the same 
information.  Much work to develop such a common form (and associated definitions and 
explanations) has been invested by the UN Inter-Agency Standing Committee Needs 
Assessment Task Force (see: IASC, 2012), and this is believed to represent a good starting 
point for further evaluation.  Clearly, to be successful, the needs assessment cannot and must 
not rely purely on the activities of international agencies.  Rather those working in the 
affected country, be they governmental employees of members of aid agencies, should be 
trained in the use of the need assessment forms and the associated data transfer mechanisms.  
Indeed, given that all agencies require the permission of the host government to operate in a 
country, there is potentially an opportunity to make adherence to certain procedures (such as 
the use of a common needs assessment forms etc) a condition of entry. 
Turning to the supply side, it will be necessary to develop the appropriate linkages to the 
CHLP that will enable the planned and actual movements of relief goods can be monitored.  
This would require national and international agencies to agree to share the required data in 
order that a composite, time sensitive, picture of the physical movement of the relief goods 
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can be developed.  In the same way as for the demand side, there may well also be a role for 
the host nation to act by demanding commonality of standards and approaches and, even, to 
provide some of the coordination mechanisms through their disaster management 
organisation.  
One of the particular challenges in relation to both the demand and the supply side is 
perceived to be that of not just capturing and abstracting the data from those informants that 
are part of an organised construct (such as local HA representatives) but also achieving this in 
relation to the myriad number of ad hoc groups that will, inevitably, surface.  Taking the 
experience of earthquakes such as those in Christchurch (New Zealand) in 2011 and 2012, the 
disaster was of such a magnitude that, even in a developed country, the national, local and 
international responders were unable to meet the needs of the affected population.  As a result, 
these ad hoc groups (such as the so-called mud army) frequently led in the development of 
logistic ‘micro-operations’.  These were typically created, managed and operated by the 
residents of a particular geographic area and some incorporated catering, road transport (all 
terrain vehicles) and even helicopters.  As before, the issue here is that of developing a 
mechanism to integrate (but not constrain) the information relating to their activities so that a 
comprehensive CHLP results. 

4.2 Analyse and Filter 
Inevitably, both the demand (needs assessment) and supply data received will be, at least in 
part, erroneous – especially, due to physical and communications disruptions, in the case of 
the former.  At least in the first instance, there is probably little that can be suggested to 
overcome the humanitarian equivalent of the ‘fog of war’ in the early stages of the response to 
a disaster.  That said, it is argued that there is an important role for those with local 
knowledge and expertise to act as ‘sanity checkers’ and, potentially using a multiplicity of 
local networks, to be able to weed out data that is clearly incorrect. 

4.3 Index, Organise and Remove Redundancies 
As part of the analysis process, it will be necessary to develop an appropriate construct that 
organises the data in a way that is logical to the users.  In terms of the demand side, it is 
suggested that this is likely to reflect the various dimensions of a common needs assessment 
form (see above), with an overlay that relates to the specific geographic location and timing of 
the report.  In this regard, it will also be important to ensure an appropriate interface with pre-
existing research such as the country- specific logistic capability assessments that should, in 
turn, reflect information sourced from the local population and community organisations.   

Similarly, it is suggested that the supply side processes will reflect the movement of the 
material along the supply network using a common format based around a common data set.  
This, in turn, will need to be integrated with movement information that updates the location 
of a particular consignment at a particular moment in time. 

4.4 Make Available  
The key challenge here is that of integrating the demand and supply side data in such a way 
that the major issues are easily extracted and highlighted.  This is likely to involve the use of 
some form of geographically-based visual interface that can be made available to multiple 
authorised users (ie the responding agencies) using open source software.  In this respect, 
there is likely to be a requirement to link into those organisations that are able to provide real-
time geo-spatial information (such as the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA) via 
the UN Spider progamme that seeks to deliver space based information for disaster 
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management and emergency response.  It may also be appropriate to link into the 
UN/European Union (EU) Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS).  This 
provides the international disaster response community with near real-time alerts about 
natural disasters around the world and tools to facilitate response coordination (GDACS, 
2013).   

4.5  Judge 
The ultimate aim of the concept of CHLP is to provide a comprehensive, valid, up-to-date and 
easily understood ‘picture’ of the logistic response to the disaster in question as a basis for 
improved decision making.  Whilst achievement of CHLP may do much to ensure that 
accuracy and timeliness of the data on which decisions can be made, there is an implicit 
requirement for a more effective decision making process that will be able to react to the 
emerging logistic picture in an efficient and effective way.  This aspect of the problem goes 
beyond the scope of this paper but, nevertheless, it represents a challenge will need to be 
faced by the HL community as a whole. 

5. SUMMARY AND KEY AREAS FOR RESEARCH 
The above conceptual paper has been developed using open source material and the 
knowledge and expertise of its authors supplemented by informal comments from a number 
of practitioners.  However, it is clear that the assumptions made within it need to be tested in a 
formal way through discussion with relevant key informants from a whole range of agencies 
and associated organisations.  To achieve this, an appropriate mechanism could well be that of 
taking the outline theoretical concept and comparing it with the existing and planned logistic 
systems that deliver some elements of the CHLP concept and are currently in use by United 
Nations (UN) agencies; other non-government organisations; the Armed Forces of appropriate 
countries including (but not limited to) Australia, Singapore, Finland, UK and the USA; 
relevant private sector companies operating in the procurement, transport and storage sectors 
including those that are currently partnering with UN agencies.   
These theoretical and practical perspectives can then be analysed and, from this, and the 
proposed high level approach to the development of CHLP can be tested.  In doing so, it is 
likely that a clear understanding of the context will be a key aspect.  Thus, for example, the 
approaches, methodology and procedures that are appropriate may well prove to be different 
in the aftermath of a crisis in a developed country (eg in the aftermath of the Christchurch 
(New Zealand) and Fukushima (Japan) earthquakes when compared with that in Haiti).  In 
addition, this analysis would provide an indication of the gap that would need to be bridged 
between existing organisational level systems and the proposed global approach.  As part of 
this process, it is anticipated that the resulting construct would be tested against a number of 
representative scenarios. 
The overall aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the CHLP concept and the 
perceived challenges to its operationalisation.  Through this process, the ultimate goal is to 
provide those engaged in the delivery of logistic support in the aftermath of a disaster or 
emergency to have a shared awareness of the current and emerging response.  Subsequent 
implementation of this vision would improve the ability of decision makers to react to the 
unfolding circumstances in a timely, efficient and effective way.  In doing so, it is recognised 
that the above research project represents a partial response to the coordination challenge and 
that further investigations into the optimal decision making process will be required.   
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A clear implication of this early conceptual research is that, in a similar way to that which 
already exists within the military and INSARAG communities, the information management 
problem would be best managed by a unitary authority.  Interestingly the developing literature 
relating to the use of international medical teams (or Foreign Medical Teams (FMTs) as they 
are sometimes referred to), has reached a similar conclusion (Aitken, et al., 2012).  However, 
it is fully appreciated that, under the current mandate-based arrangements for HAs, this is 
unlikely to be acceptable and alternative mechanisms will, therefore, be the subject of future 
studies. 
Yet, regardless of these difficulties, there are frequent and repeated calls for greater 
coordination and/or cooperation of the relief effort between HAs.  Thus, the authors are 
conscious that their research will inevitably, move into the difficult and complex area of inter-
HA and UN/HA (Whiting and Ayala-Őström, 2007).  Nevertheless, the authors would hope 
that the intrinsic merit of the CHLP concept will help lead to its development and use.  In 
parallel, it is also hoped that the necessary management structures would grow with the all 
important support of the user community.  The research described in this paper may, 
therefore, be seen as one small element in what Solomon and Brown (2004) describe as 
“creating conditions that enable separate organizations to share information toward a common 
end”. 
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